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ABSTRACT The FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) has recently become the popular hardware and socalled LUTs (Look up Tables) are the basic of the FPGAs logic. For example, n-LUT is the MOS pass transistors
multiplexer 2n-1 which input data receive SRAM cells logic function configuration (user’s projects Truth Table).
Address inputs of the LUT are the variables. Therefore, we get one n-arguments logic function for the actual FPGA
configuration. To get m functions (even with the same n-arguments) we should take m LUT. Authors propose a
novel Decoder n-LUT (n-DC LUT), which makes possible to get m functions with the same n-arguments, like in
Program Logic Array (PLA) CPLD (Complex Programmable Logic Device). DC LUT activates one of the 2 n
product terms outputs. Combined with OR product terms we can get m functions with the same n-arguments. To
do this option we can use, for example, FPGAs typical connections units. The restriction of Meade-Conway for
the FPGAs allows n=3 in one tree. Two 3-LUTs with one 1-LUTs form 4-LUT. Modern Adaptive Logic Modules
(ALM) have n=8, but not all possible functions are implemented. The article deals with the design and investigation
of some variants 3-DC LUT: with pull up output resistors, with orthogonal output circuits, with orthogonal
transistors for each pass transistor. Simulation confirms the feasibility of the proposed method and shows that DC
LUT with orthogonal output circuits is better variant of the systems realization in terms of current consumption
and time delay at large n. A further development of the ALM concept may be the introduction of adaptive DC
LUT, which, by tuning, can calculate single LUT function or 2n decoder functions. The proposed elements allow
to increase the functionality of the FPGAs.

KEYWORDS Architecture; CMOS; FPGA Synthesis; Layout.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. MOTIVATION

L

OOK UP TABLE (LUT) is a simplest, elementary
FPGAs Logic Unit [1]. This logic realization started
from MUX (multiplexor) and single output ROM (read only
memory) universal logic modules direction, using Canonical
Disjunctive Normal Form (CDNF) or Minterm Canonical
Form (MCF). Another direction used PLA and PAL
(Programmable Array Logic) using DNF representation of
the logic functions, which later led to the CPLD creation.
FPGA and CPLD are two competing areas of programmable
devices. These solutions are equal and have their own
strengths and weaknesses, so attempts to create hybrid
VOLUME 20(3), 2021

devices do not stop [2, 3]. However, this direction is mainly
associated with attempts to introduce PLАs into FPGAs and
use them in conjunction with LUTs. This, of course,
increases the bit depth of the implemented systems of
functions, but, in turn, leads to the complication of the FPGA
manufacturing technology. Known examples of improving
FPGAs do not use the abilities of a set of variables decoding
to implement systems of logical functions in FPGAs [4-6].
Therefore, the article discusses this new proposed direction
of implementation of programmable logic.
B. STATE OF THE ART

Linear representation of the 1-LUT’s logic function [7-9] is
the following:
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z( x, d ) = d0  x  d1  x,

(1)

where d0 , d1 are configurations data of the one argument
2
(n=1) z( x) function. Combining d0 , d1 we can get 2
functions (Fig1).
For example, if d0 = 1, d1 = 0 we get the NOT function:
z( x,1,0) = 1 x  0  x = x ,

(2)

where x – input variable.
If d0 = 0, d1 = 1 we get the x function,
z( x,0,1) = 0  x  1 x = x .

Linear representation of the 3-LUT’s logic function
is expression (3)
z ( x3 x2 x1d ) = d 0  x 3 x 2 x1  d1  x 3 x 2 x1  d 2  x 3 x2 x1 
d3  x3 x2 x1  d 4  x3 x 2 x1  d5  x3 x 2 x1 

(5)

 d 6  x3 x2 x1  d 7  x7 x2 x1 .

Connecting two 2-LUT and one 1-LUT, we can get
3-LUT tree – Fig.3.

(3)

Sometimes any LUTs used like connectors, so
configurations data are d0 = 0, d1 = 1.

Figure 1. 1-LUT tree.
Fig. 1 shows 1-LUT according to tree representation of
(1), with two MOS-p pass transistors [10],[11],[12] two
configuration inputs d0 , d1 , one input variable (x) and single
output function (z). NOT gates (invertors) are an amplifiers,
the signal’s restoration elements, one x-invertor realizes
NOT(x) signal.
Linear representation of the 2-LUT’s logic function is the
next
z( x2 x1d ) = d0  x2 x1  d1  x 2 x1  d2  x2 x1  d3  x2 x1 ,

(4)

Figure 3. 3-LUT tree.
8

Combining d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 , d7 we can get 2
functions.
Each branch of the tree (3) x 3 x 2 x 1 , where
3

where d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 – configurations data of the two
arguments function z( x2 x1 ) .
4
Combining d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 , we can get 2 functions.
For example, if d0 = 0, d1 = 1, d2 = 1, d3 = 0, we get
XOR function.
Connecting three of the basic 1-LUT trees (without
some of the NOT gates), we can design 2-LUT tree – Fig. 2.

Figure 2. 2-LUT tree.
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1

 i  {0, 1} is indicator of the negation presence (=1) or

negation absence (=0) is orthogonal to another branches. So
only one branch activates [13-15].
Due to Meade-Convey restrictions [16] on the number of
series-connected transistors (not more than three) 1, 2, 3LUTs are the main FPGA’s logic gates. Meade-Convey
restriction [16] requires restoration after each third pass
transistors link. 4-LUT and another (Adaptive Logic
Modules has 5-LUT, 6-LUT and even more [11]) are created
as 3-LUTs composition.
However, all n-LUTs produce only single logic function
of n arguments in the canonical disjunctive normal form
(CDNF) or minterm canonical form (MCF).
At the same time, each minterm can activate other logic
functions of the same arguments (for example sum and carry
functions). Combining this minterms by OR we can get
multi-outputs logic element. CPLD, in contrast to FPGA,
uses multiple output PLA technology, which uses DNF
representation of the logic functions.
VOLUME 20(3), 2021
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C. OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE

In the article, so-called a Decoder - Look up Tables (DC
LUT) is proposed for the realization of decoding the binary
vector and the multi-output logic element. Decoder (DC) is
used to modify FPGAs LUT for the realization of multiple
output units, based on CDNF. To solve this problem, the
authors perform:
• synthesis and analysis of the proposed DC LUT by
modifying known DC circuit (section 2);
• comparing the complexity in the number of
transistors of the obtained solution with the known
(section 3);
• layout simulations of the proposed DC LUTs and
comparing the layout square, dynamic power
consumption and time delay (section 4).
II. SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
DECODER LUT

Decoder or DC LUT is almost the reverse LUT, for example,
1-LUT – Fig.4.

Figure 6. DC-LUT-O with proposed orthogonal outputs
(s0,s1)
Additional transistors (Fig. 6) eliminate the undefined
state of the inputs of inverters connected to s0 s1 without
using pull-up resistors (Fig. 5).
Linear DC 2-LUT representation without orthogonal
transistors is the next:

 z0 ( x2 x1 ) = din  x 2 x1 ;

 z1 ( x2 x1 ) = d in  x 2 x1 ;

 z2 ( x2 x1 ) = din  x2 x1 ;

 z3 ( x2 x1 ) = din  x2 x1 .
2-DC–LUT-O with proposed orthogonal
[14],[15],[16] (s0,s1,s2,s3) is shown in Fig. 7.

(7)

outputs

Figure 4. Reversed 1-LUT
Unlike Fig. 1, the input signal (constant) will be on the
right, and the output signals will be on the left.
Linear DC 1-LUT representation is the next:

 z ( x) = din  x;

 z ( x) = din  x.

(6)

In case x=1 input of the dout0 inverter (Fig. 4) will
become disconnected to “Ground”. In case x=0 input of the
dout1 invertor will became disconnected to “Ground”. Pullup resistors usually solves the orthogonal problem in the
invertor’s inputs, as shown in Fig. 5. Using additional two
transistors to reverse 1-LUT (Fig.4) we get next variant of the
orthogonal problem solving, 1-DC–LUT with orthogonal
outputs (s0,s1) is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 7. 2-DC-LUT-O with orthogonal outputs
(s0,s1,s2,s3)

Figure 5. DC-LUT-R with pull-up resistors

Figure 8. 3-DC-LUT-O with orthogonal by each transistor
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Linear DC 3-LUT representation without orthogonal
transistors is the next:

 z0 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x 3 x 2 x1 ;

 z1 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x 3 x 2 x1 ;

 z2 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x 3 x2 x1 ;

 z3 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x 3 x2 x1 ;

 z4 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x3 x 2 x1 ;

 z5 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x3 x 2 x1 ;

 z6 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x3 x2 x1 ;
 z7 ( x3 x2 x1 ) = d in  x3 x2 x1 .

LUT +2-LUT +1-LUT)+(2-LUT +2-LUT +1-LUT)+1LUT=4-LUT.
Then for 5-LUT: (3-LUT +3-LUT +1-LUT)+(3-LUT +3LUT +1-LUT)+1-LUT=5-LUT;
3-LUT +3-LUT +3-LUT +3-LUT+2-LUT =5-LUT.
To minimize trees levels (3-3 is better than 3-1-1, 2-2-2
better than 1-1-1-1-1-1) let design max decomposition by,
for example, max r=3:

(8)

n 6

5

 r =   ,   = 2;   = 1;
 r  3
3

(12)

with finite rf:
n

5

6

 r = n − r   ;5 − 3    = 2;6 − 3    = 0;
r 
3
3
f

3-DC–LUT-O with proposed orthogonal outputs
(s0,s1,..,s6,s7) is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8. represents DC–
LUT-O with orthogonalization relating to each of the pass
transistors. Note, that expressions (4), (5), (6) do not take
into account orthogonal problem. These are input decoding
expressions, but they can be combined by OR to obtain a
system of functions. For example (Fig. 7):
f1 ( x2 x1 ) = x 2 x1  x2 x1 = s1  s2 ,
f 2 ( x2 x1 ) = x2 x1 = s3 .

(13)

Where   the round up (or take the ceiling or ceiling n/r
function).
Then amount of the r-LUTs (amount of the rf LUT
always=1):
n
 
r 

 r − LUT =  2n −ir .

(14)

i =1

(9)

It is easy to see why n-tree complexity is
Ln − LUT _ tree = 2n +1 − 2.

III. ANALYSIS OF LUT / DC LUT COMPLEXITY IN
TRANSISTORS

The n-LUT’s complexity in amount of the transistors (taking
into account SRAM cells for the functions configuration, not
showed in Fig.1–3) is expression (10):

Ln− LUT = (2n+1 − 2) + 8  2n + 4n + 2,

Ln − LUT = 2  2n + 8  2n + 4n = 10  2n + 4n =
= 5 2

n +1

+ 4  n.

(11)

Expression (11) describes conditional complexity
O(2n+1 ) of the single logic function realization without
restrictions [13]. We can design 2-LUT like (1-LUT)+(1LUT)+(1-LUT) pay attention to restrictions [13].
Then for 3-LUT: (1-LUT +1-LUT +1-LUT)+(1-LUT +1LUT +1-LUT) +1-LUT =3-LUT. Another variant is 2-LUT
+2-LUT +1-LUT =3-LUT.
So for 4-LUT: 3-LUT +3-LUT +1-LUT =4-LUT; (2368

Therefore, n-LUT scaling by max r-LUT without
configuration complexity and fan-out of the input inverters
gives expression (16):

(10)

where 2n+1 − 2, n = 1,2,3 – amount of the tree pass
n
transistors; 8  2 – amount of the SRAM cells transistors (6
transistors in one cell) +input data invertors transistors; 4n
– amount of the input variables invertors transistors; 2 –
amount of the output invertor transistors.
We see an exponential dependence of complexity on the
number of variables. Simplifying (10), we get formula (11):

(15)

Ln − LUT _ tree = 2n +1 − 2.

where

n
r 
 

2   2n −ir

(16)

- number of the restoration blocks

i =1

(invertors) transistors, 2-number of the transistors in single rf
LUT’s invertor.
Taking into account Fig.8 and expression (16) we can
get n-DC–LUT-O complexity:
Ln (max r ) − DC − LUT −O = 2  (2n +1 − 2) + 8  2n +
n
r 
 

+4n + 2   2n −ir + 2.

(17)

i =1

The authors have developed and researched several
variants of the device. Second proposed variant is the block
of the orthogonal additional transistors called the block of
the canonical form – BCN (canonical conjunctive normal
form – CCNF). 3-DC-LUT-BCN is shown in Fig. 9.
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For example, minterm x3 x2 x1

requires orthogonal

maxterm x3  x2  x1 du to x 3 x 2 x1 = x3  x2  x1 . This
BCNs connects to invertors inputs. Therefore, we have
complexity (18):
Ln (max r ) − DC − LUT − BCN = (2n +1 − 2) + 8  2n + n  2n
n
r
 

+4n + 2   2n −ir + 2.

The block Fig. 10 performs the OR function of the CCNF
elements.
The comparison shows the advantages of the proposed
device in the implementation of systems of functions that
depend on the same variables. in Comparative curves of m
function realization according to (19),(20),(21) in Mathcad
shows Fig.11.
4

1.2810

(18)

4

1.1520110

4

1.0240210

i =1

3

8.960310

3

L1( n)

7.680410

Ldco( n)

6.400510

3
3

Ldcbcn( n)

5.120610

3

3.840710

3

2.560810

3

1.280910

1

4

5

6

7

6

7

n

a) r=3;m=8
4

2.2810

4

2.0520110

4

1.8240210

4

1.5960310

4

L1( n)

1.3680410

Ldco( n)

1.1400510

4
3

Ldcbcn( n)

9.120610

3

6.840710

3

4.560810

3

2.280910

1

4

5
n

Figure 9. Proposed 3-DC-LUT-BCN with orthogonal by
outputs (s0,s1,..,s6,s7)
In the input of the output invertor s(i) (Fig.8, Fig.9) all
signals are orthogonal due to s signal is one hot code (only
one is active=1). To calculate m function it needs H signals
are the configuration information, H(j)=1 if the i-function
(si) include j-maxterm. Single disjunctive block for n
arguments showed on Fig.10.

b) r=3;m=16
5.7810

3

5.202110

3

4.624210

3

4.046310

3

L1( n)

3.468410

3
3

Ldco( n)

2.890510

Ldcbcn( n) 2.312610

3

1.734710

3

1.156810

3

578.9
1

4

5

6

7

n

c) r=3;m=4

Figure 11. Comparison of the m LUT, DC-LUT-O and
DC-LUT-BCN (Ldcbcn) with different n,r.
It easy to see, that Ldco is better, than Ldcbcn (and L1,
of course). Let get relation L1/ Ldco:
Figure 10. Single disjunctive block for n arguments
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m[(2

n +1

=

n
r 
 

− 2) + 8  2 + 4n + 2   2n −ir + 2]
n

i =1

.

n
r 
 

(19)

2  (2n +1 − 2) + 8  2n + 4n + 2   2n −ir + 2 + 8m  2n
i =1

The resulting expression (19) is a new scientific result, the
use of which makes it possible to evaluate the advantages of
a new technical solution. Curves of the expression (19)
represents Fig.12.
1.4
1.36
1.32
1.28
( n  m1)
1.24
( n  m2)
1.2
( n  m3)
1.16
( n  m0)1.12
1.08
1.04
1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n

Figure 12. Curves of the relation L1/ Ldco; r=3; m0=4;
m1=8; m2=16; m3=24;

Therefore, to greater m we get greater advantages of
the DC LUT. If only single Decoder is produced, we get
maximum profit – Fig.13.

Figure 14. Combined 3-DC-LUT BCN-O with orthogonal
by outputs (s0,s1,..,s6,s7) via only two variables
Ln (max r ) − DC − LUT − BCN −O = (2n +1 − 2) + 8  2n +

310

3

2.700110

3

n
r
 

(20)

(n − j )  2 + 4n + 2   2n −ir + 2 j +1 ,
n

i =1

2.400210

3

2.100310

3

L1( n)

1.800410

3

1.500510

3

Ldco( n)

Ldcbcn( n) 1.200610

3

where, j-is the number of “O” variables.
The comparison in Mathcad shows the advantages of the
proposed device in the implementation of systems of
functions that depend on the same variables.
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Figure 13. Only Single Decoder advantages

Ldcbcno( n)

Combined DC-LUT O (Fig.8) and DC-LUT BCN
(Fig.9) architecture we can get DC-LUT/BCN-O expression
(20), (Fig. 14,15).

1

4

6

8

10

n

a) j=2, n=4…10
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b) j=3, n=4…10
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c) j=3, n=5…8

Figure 15. Comparison of the proposed DC-LUT-O(Ldco),
DC-LUT-BCN (Ldcbcn), DC-LUT-BCN-O (Ldcbcno) at
different j a) j=2, n=4…10; b) j=3, n=4…10; c) j=3,
n=5…8
Therefore, DC-LUT-BCN loses to DC-LUT-O at the large
n (Fig.15). However, estimates in the number of transistors
are not enough, it is necessary to take into account the
topology. Then we get layout simulation in Microwind CAD
[17] using accessible transistors model [18].
IV. DC LUT LAYOUT SIMULATION

c)

Proposed DC-LUT layout simulation in Microwind CAD
[17] with Spice MOSFET Model BSIM4.8, 65nm [18] is
shown in Fig. 16.

d)

Figure 16. Proposed 3-DC-LUT layout: а) 3-DC-LUT-O; b)
2-DC-LUT-BCN; c) 3-DC-LUT-BKN; d) single transistor
Authors proposes Adaptive DC-LUT too. The device can,
depending on the setting, perform the functions of both LUT
and DC-LUT. Adaptive DC-LUT layout simulation in
Microwind [17], [18] is shown in Fig. 17.

a)
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Figure 18. 3-DC-LUT–BKN simulation, waveform of XOR
(X1X2X3)
We see that DC LUT outperforms the well-known
solution LUT when implementing a system of decoding
functions (8): for example 3-DC-LUT-O has 19,1 um^2
against 3-LUT 6*8=48 um^2.
V. CONCLUSION

6

The scientific novelty of the research lies in the fact that
authors propose new gate named DC LUT for the realization
of the logic function systems in FPGAs. The existing LUT
elements implement only one function, so there are as many
of them as there are functions of a given number of
arguments. The complexity estimates are obtained and
investigated, confirming the effectiveness of the new
element. Detailed comparative modeling was performed in
the systems of circuit simulation Maltisim and MicroWind.
Most effect is achieved for the simple n-decoder, when each
from 2n function includes only one product term. Layout
simulation proves workability of the proposed devices. DCLUT-BCN loses to DC-LUT-O in transistors quantity at the
large n, but has more layout square and better in dynamic
power consumption. In time delay these variants are almost
equal. Combining DC-LUT-BNC and DC-LUT-O
technology allows achieving better characteristics. Proposed
adaptive gate – ADC-LUT gate can be considered as a further
development of ALM and possible model of the reversible
computing [19], [20] for the Fredkin Gate implementation in
reversible computing. The proposed elements allow to create
advanced FPGAs of a new generation for embedded systems
and on-board computers too.
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Figure 17. Proposed 2-ADC-LUT layout
Results of the simulation are shown in Table 1. 3-DCLUT–BKN layout simulation for XOR is shown in Fig. 18.
The layout simulation results confirm the efficiency of the
proposed new technical solutions and allow you to choose
the best options.
Common results of the proposed devices layout
simulation in comparison with the known solution LUT are
shown in Table 1.
We see the correct formation of a logical zero in cases
(X1X2X3)=001, 010, 100,111 (Fig. 17).
Table 1. Results of the LUT/ DC-LUT layout simulation

№

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

372

Name

1-LUT for single
function
2-LUT for single
function
3-LUT for single
function
1-DC-LUT-O for
system
2-DC-LUT-O for
system
3-DC-LUT-O for
system
1-DC-LUT-BKN for
system
2-DC-LUT-BKN for
system
3-DC-LUT-BKN for
system

Layout
Square
S
um^2

Power
consumption

2,8

Microwind
(1V)
In dynamic
(uW)
5.384

3,8

Time
delay
T
(ps)
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